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Chapter 2: Layered Architectures

1. What is a Layered Architecture?

Layered architectures divide the work that communications protocols must perform into distinct, separable
components.

Layer i
Protocol(i)

Layer i-1
Protocol(i-1)

Interface(i,i-1) Interface(i,i-1)

. . . . . .

Interface(i-1,i-2) Interface(i-1,i-2)

Layer 1
Protocol(1)

Xmission Link

Interface(2,1) Interface(2,1)

Components of layered architectures

1. Thesolid lines indicate paths that bits flow over.
The dashed lines indicate two modules that communicate, using the solid path.

2. Protocol(i)

Defines the rules that two modules in the same layer use to exchange data

Example

— Set-up a connection

— Xmit data

— acknowledge data

— retransmit data

3. Services
What functions layer i performs for layer i+1

A. Example;Channel Sharing

Channel sharing protocols may
1) perform TDM, FDM or CDMA to multiplex sev eral users onto a single channel,
2) breakmessages into packets and place them in a queue for a statistically multiplexed
network, or
3) implement CSMA/CD to share the channel in a LAN.
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The service that these protocols provide is a communications channel, and the protocols
above this layer are not concerned with the intricacies of acquiring a channel.

Internet services operate over all types of networks because they operate above the layer that
provides this service.

B. Example:Reliable message delivery.

If there is a protocol at layer i that recovers missing messages and places those messages in
the same order, then all of the protocols at layer i+1 and above can assume that they
operate over a reliable channel with no transmission losses.

The protocols at the higher layers are simpler than they would be if they also had to
implement an error recovery procedure.

4. Interfaces

The rules for transferring data and commands between layers i and i-1

— What the data means

— How the services are selected
1) There may be services provided by a layer that are not needed for a particular
application
2) There may be several different protocols at a layer, for instance in example A above,
there may be several different channel sharing protocols, but only one is selected
depending on the network.

— Information when the service cannot be provided

5. DataEncapsulation: Data Hiding

Layer (i)
Header

Packet from Layer (i+1)
Layer (i)
Trailer

— The header and trailer are added by a layer to implement its protocol and passed to the lower
layer

— It encapsulates everything from the higher layer

— Data from the higher layer is unchanged

— The header and trailer are stripped off before passing the data to a higher layer

— The operation of the lower layer is hidden from the upper layer

2. Why a layered architecture?

1. Simplify the protocol implementation
by breaking the protocol functions into smaller pieces, each of which performs a well defined
function.

• In a layered architecture a programmer who writes an application passes the data to a program
that is responsible for passing the data over the network, rather than controlling the network
directly.

• Layered architectures hide the network functions from the application.
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• The application programmer must only be concerned with the messages that are passed
between the distributed application, rather than also being an expert on networks.

2. Thenetwork can change without changing the application programs.

• This has made it possible for the Internet to change from a microwave network with dedicated
50 kbps links, to an ATM network, back to a packet network, and eventually to a DWDM
network, with multiple 10 Gbps channels on each fiber, without the application programs
changing.

• The Ethernet has changed from a CSMA/CD network to a switched network.

3. Re-usesoftware to decrease the time needed to implement new services

• Many network applications require protocols that perform the same functions.

— For instance, many applications must guarantee that the data is correctly received.

• Rather than engineering a new protocol for each application, writing the code to implement
the protocol, and testing the code, standard protocols have evolved and the software to
implement these protocols is reused in every application.

— In the 1960’s network applications placed the data on the communication channel and
were responsible for implementing all of the protocols that were needed for error
control, selecting a channel or route, implementing flow control, ... .

— A  programmer who wrote a program to transfer funds between two accounts in
different banks had to know about all of the network functions that were needed to
operate the network that would be used.

4. Protocolverification and conformance testing is simplified.

• For verification we assume that the lower layers are correct and only test that a protocol at
layer i provides its service if the protocols at the lower layers correctly provide the services
they advertise.

• For conformance testing we test the sequences of inputs that can come from the layers above
and below this layer, rather than testing all of the possible input sequences in the system.
In most cases, the number of output sequences from a protocol is much less than the number
of input sequences.
For instance, in the error recovery protocols there are many combinations of lost and
recovered messages that lead to the same sequence of delivered messages.

2.1 History of Network architectures

1. Theearly protocol architectures were company proprietary and unified the company’s products, so
that different products from the same company could be mixed together.
Examples:

DecNet - DEC Computers
SNA - Simple Network Architecture - IBM

2. The ARPAnet developed the TCP/IP architecture, that was used throughout the network, and
allowed many independent researchers to contribute to the network development.

3. StandardsOrganizations
ISO/OSI - International Standards Organization/ Open System Integration

— Objective: To unify the different architectures to allow interoperability

— The military tried to make this the only standard architecture in the 1990’s by only purchasing
equipment that used the architecture, but failed because of the large commercial market for
Internet equipment.
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— This architecture is still used to discuss different protocols.

2.2 How should we select the layers?

1. A layer for each hardware component that the message passes through

— This is a natural separation - each hardware component provides a service

— It allows us to upgrade new hardware
ie. to change from telephone line modems to fiber optic modems without changing the rest
of the network programs.

— A typical hardware layering is:

— A data link layer - to control the modems

— A network layer - to operate the network switches and multiplexers

— A user layer - to operate in the end user devices

— Hardware layering is the basis for the TCP/IP protocol on the ARPAnet

— IP is implemented on IMP’s ( todays routers )

— TCP implemented on hosts

2. Layersfor different functions that are performed on the same piece of hardware.

— This became more common with the arrival of complex, inexpensive general purpose
computers that replaced several pieces of hardware

— It allows some functions to be changed without changing all of the protocols

— It is the basis for the ISO/OSI architecture

— In today’s Internet, some end user devices also perform routing.

3. FunctionalArchitectures

— Functional architectures are an alternative to simple layered architectures.

— They hav eseparate modules that perform specific protocols for error control, flow control,
admission control, routing, ...

— Instead of having a linear connection of protocols, that must be performed in a specific order,
they can use the protocols in different orders, and possibly several times.

— These architectures are currently being discussed for high performance networks that have
high transmission rates or networks with very different error models.

— These architectures are justified because the same protocols are sometimes used at different
layers of the current architectures.

— For instance,
Which layer should perform retransmissions of packets that are in error?

end-to-end: The Internet assumes low error rates, typical of fiber-optic links, and performs
error control at the transport layer

hop-by-hop: Packet radio networks have higher error rates than fibber-optic networks and
typically performs error control at the data link layer
Packet radio networks also use smaller packets than fiber optic networks to increase the
probability of successful transmission

In general, the same retransmission strategy may be called by different layers in the same
network
We can consider changing the layer that performs retransmissions as the error rates in a
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network change.

3. The OSI reference model

— Used to discuss, think about, and design protocols
- very seldom used as an implementation
- it was tried, but it is usually too complex

— Peer protocols are protocols in the same layer

— they communicate by exchanging PDU’s - protocol data units

— A PDU consists of a header to control the the operation of the protocol and an SDU - the service data
unit

— protocols in the upper layers don’t communicate directly, but use the services provided by a lower
layer protocols

— the services are negotiated across an SAP - service access point
- the SAP may set up a connection for a connection oriented service or accept the data directly

— once the service is specified, a layer N protocol accepts a PDU from the layer N+1 protocol and
encapsulates it in its own PDU as the SDU
the PDU from layer N+1 becomes the SDU at layer N

3.1 The 7 layer architecture

7. Application

6. Presentation

5. Session

4. Transport

3. Network

2. Data Link

1. Physical

7. Application

6. Presentation

5. Session

4. Transport

3. Network

2. Data Link

1. Physical

3. Network

2. Data Link

1. Physical

3. Network

2. Data Link

1. Physical

Protocol 7

Protocol 6

Protocol 5

Protocol 4

Protocol 3

Protocol 2

Protocol 1

Protocol 3

Protocol 2

Protocol 1

Protocol 3

Protocol 2

Protocol 1

End UserEnd User

Switch/Router Switch/Router

Xmission Link Xmission Link Xmission Link

— 7 - application layer
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— the services that are provided to the user - http for the WEB, SMTP, FTP, remote login,
network management, ...

— 6 - presentation layer

— Convert the different representations used by different machines into a common format

— more important in the early days of computers when there were different byte and word sizes
in different computers
IBM: 8 bit bytes, Univac 9 bit bytes (36 bit words), DEC 6 bit bytes

— Xlate different data formats to exchange funds between banks

— ASCII -> EBCIDIC

— At present this layer is used to translate between security formats.

— 5 - Session Layer

— controls the transmission of information for half duplex or full duplex communications

— check-pointing to transmit long blocks of data over an unreliable medium

— 4 - Transport layer

— responsible for the end-to-end transfer of data

— sets up a connection for connection oriented transfers

— break long messages into packets or cells that can be transferred by the network layer - packet
segmentation and reassembly

— multiplexing several applications for efficient transmission - assembling packets for packet
voice.

— 3 - Network Layer

— Transfers the data from node to node to get a path through the network

— Hides the specifics of the network from the upper layers

— Inter-networking if we have to cross networks that use different technologies ie. Internet,
telephone network, an ATM network and local networks
convert to the formats expected by each sub-net that the data traverses

— Congestion control

— Routing

— 2 - Data link Layer

— transfer the data across one link in a network

— HDLC, PPP,

— the access protocols used in LAN’s - MAC protocols - media access control protocols

— MAC layer: combination of layers 1+2

— There may still be a data link layer above the MAC layer

— 1 - Physical Layer

— transmission of bits over the physical links

— wire line, CATV, radio, ...
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4. TCP/IP architecture

reference [1] section 2.3

— The dominant architecture today

— More closely tied to a specific network - the Internet

— Bottom up development of the architecture - instead of starting with a model then specifying
protocols it started with the protocols that were needed on a specific network and then organized
them into layers depending on the hardware that used the protocols

4 layer architecture - reference [1] figure 2.11 pg 58

4. Application

3. Transport

2. Internet

1. Network

2. Internet

1. Network

4. Application

3. Transport

2. Internet

1. Network

Network 1 Network 2

End User End User

Router/Gateway

— 4 - Application layer:

— layers 5,6,7 in the ISO model

— http, smtp ...

— 3 - transport layer

— TCP - transmission control protocol - error control, connection, resequencing, congestion
control

— UDP - user datagram protocol - best effort - no guarantees - no retransmission

— 2 - Internet Layer

— the IP protocol

— routing across the network

— datagram - best effort delivery of packets

— also congestion control

— layer 2 and 3 cover layers 3 and 4 in the ISO architecture
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— 1 - Network layer

— transfer the data over over a specific network

— Packet network links, can also be a switched network like the telephone network or an ATM
network

— added when the Internet evolved from the DARPA/NSF net

— the objective was to allow the Internet to survive changes in the transmission network and also
to use new transmission technologies in parts of the network without changing the entire
network

— The Internet became too expensive to change for each new technology
Not a true layered architecture
reference [1] figure 2.10

1. Network Interface

2. Internet

3. Transport

4. Application

— Applications can bypass the layers

— Advantages

— More efficient - bypass the layers that aren’t needed rather than trying to get around them

— Get services that are available on lower layers, but aren’t specified through the upper layers -
ie. the QoS in an ATM network isn’t specified in the transport layer or the IP layer

— Disadvantage

— An application that skips layers may have to be rewritten in a different environment

— An application that directly accesses PPP or an ATM network won’t run over the general
Internet
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4.1 TCP/IP Hour glass

— reference [2]

— Nothing above IP worries about transmission technology, and nothing below IP worries about
services - as long as we don’t bypass IP.

4. Application

3. Transport

2. Internet

1. Network Internet Telco ATM LAN
Packet
Radio

IP

FTP HTTP NV T-FTP

TCP UDP
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5. Architectures for Cyber-Physical Systems"

5.1 Reasons for Complexity

We found that there are several reasons why the verification and testing of cyber-physical systems is more
difficult than solving the same problems for communications protocols.

1. Cyber-physical systems interact with the physical world in many ways.

Whereas communications protocols only interact with the physical world through the
communications channel.Each Interaction with the physical world has its own failure modes, and
may detect infrequent events occurring in the physical world. For instance, a communications
channel may lose messages, while a sensor may generate inaccurate measurements or may detect an
obstacle on a roadway.

2. Mostcyber-physical systems, particularly those used in automotive applications, are time critical.

FSM’s handle timing badly. We hav everified communications protocols,modeled as a FSM, with a
single timer for retransmissions, but we have not verified protocols with multiple timers.Other
techniques, such as timed automata, have been developed to address the timing problems, but most
of these techniques operate by determining all sequences of the timed events, and are limited in the
number of timers or the number of participants that they can consider.

3. The number of participants in a cyber-physical system is larger than in many communications
applications.

Most communications protocols that have been verified are two-party protocols. In automotive
applications, some of the protocols that we have verified have 8 or more participants. The potential
size of the composite FSM state space, that must be verified grows exponentially with the number of
participants.

5.2 Multi-Dimensional CPS Architectures

The architectures that we are investigating are multi-dimensional, with one dimension for each interaction
with the physical world [3]. The dimensions are organized into stacks, similar to the stack that is used in
communications networks, with the highest level of the stack, the cyber application at the origin, and the
individual interfaces to the physical world furthest from the origin. An example of a 4-dimensional
architecture, applied to cooperative driving systems, is shown in the figure.The dimensions may be loosely
or tightly coupled, depending on whether or not the stack in one dimension uses the services from another,
and how far from the origin the connection occurs. The further from the origin the connection, the more
tightly coupled the physical processes.

For instance, the sensor stack in the figure may use the groupcommunication protocol in the
communications stack to create a common view of the sensors in each vehicle. Thisinteraction is close to
the origin, so sensors and communications are coupled, but not tightly coupled. The MAC layer protocol
can change without changing the sensor coordination protocol.The IEEE 1588 protocol in the timing stack
may directly access the IEEE 802.11 protocol in the communications stack to synchronize the timing in two
of the vehicles. Theinteraction is further from the origin than the interaction between the sensor and
communications stack, so that the timing and communications stack are more tightly coupled. There are
fewer pieces of the communications stack that can be modified without modifying the timing stack.
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Driver

STACKS

Vehicle Remote
Sensors

Local
Commun. Timing Infrastruct.

Commun.
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Platooning
Merging

Multi-Vehicle
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Lock Protocol

Vehicle +
Environment
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Lane Maint.
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Clock Sync
NTP
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Traffic Sign.
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Figure 1. An architecture for intelligent vehicles

The incentive to create stacks in this architecture is similar to communications networks, they make it
possible to separate the higher level logic functions from the physical implementations. By having well
defined interfaces between the layers in the stacks we can change a layer without changing the entire stack.
For instance, we can change the type of sensor that we use to detect nearby vehicles without changing an
automatic cruise control protocol that uses the distances, as long as the sensor stack provides the same
service, the same positioning guarantees. If the new sensors provide the old service, but also improve
positioning we can use the new service to improve the applications, perhaps by having vehicles travel closer
together.

In [4] we simplified a collaborative driving protocol by removing functions that appeared in multiple
locations from the protocol, ans assumed that they are provided by a lower layer in the stack. This is similar
to using subroutines in a program.When functions, such as providing specialized communication
guarantees, are required in multiple locations within an application, or in several applications, the function
is removed as a subroutine. Thesubroutine is a protocol that provides a service to the application, and is
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pushed into a lower layer of the stack.The use of subroutines makes it easier to write an application, and
when we find a better way to provide the subroutine’s service, the improvement is realized everywhere that
the subroutine is called.

In order to realize the improvements that are possible in writing applications, it is important that the
definitions of the layers remain flexible, so that we can define new subroutines. Thisis in conflict with the
objective to create well defined interfaces between the layers to minimize the effect of introducing new
technology or algorithms.Similar conflicts occurred when the 7-layer ISO/OSI architecture was applied to
the Internet. Too much structure inhibited change, and the simpler Internet architecture prevailed. However,
it was necessary to introduce the Internet Layer into the Internet architecture so that new transmission
technologies, such as ATM, optical switching and wireless local distribution, could be introduced without
affecting Internet services.

5.3 Absolute Time

A major difference between protocols that are written today, and those that were written as little as 5 or 10
years ago, is the availability of inexpensive, accurate clocks,[5]. This is particularly true for automotive
systems, where GPS devices have become common place, and provide clocks that are accurate within 10’s
of microseconds[27 − 32], and accurate crystal oscillators can maintain a clock when a GPS signal isn’t
available. Thetiming stack can be based upon GPS and a crystal oscillator to maintain time when a GPS
signal isn’t available, the network time protocol[12, 13], or the IEEE 1588-2008 standard for a Precision
Clock Synchronization Protocol for Networked Measurement and Control Systems.

Incorporating time into protocols has been investigated
extensively [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].All of the approaches use timers, rather than
absolute time.Most determine the possible sequences that result from timers being set differently in
different component machines.

Different sequences of timers are particularly troublesome when timers are set by a message that is
transmitted over unreliable communications channels. If two participants in a protocol set identical timers
when they receive a message from a third participant, and the first recipient receives the message on the
first transmission attempt but the second participant requires two transmission attempts, the first
participant’s timer will fire first. However, if the second participant receives the message on the first
attempt, and the first participant receives the message on the second attempt, the the second participant’s
timer will fire first.

Our objective is to simplify timed protocols by allowing operations to occur simultaneously, and to reduce
the number of sequences that we must consider when verifying the protocol. In the next section we
demonstrate how synchronization can simplify protocols by presenting a simple lock protocol that would be
very difficult, if not impossible, to construct by setting timers over an unreliable communications channel.
In the verification chapter we will explain how we can increase the safety of CPS by decreasing the number
of possible execution sequences.

Simply using absolute time, rather than timers isn’t sufficient to eliminate the number of execution
sequences. Ifthe participants participants set deadlines depending upon when they reach certain bench
marks, they may set the deadlines differently. For instance, in the merge protocol vehicles may schedule
the merge process to terminate, whether or not the driver has elected to merge, 10 seconds after the gap
between cars is reached, If different cars detect a safe gap at different times, they may set their deadlines
differently.

We are investigating several techniques to avoid multiple sequences. The first is to allow only one
participant, the master, to set deadlines. The second, which fits well with our model of common data sets, is
to maintain a common time matrix that every participant uses to set its deadlines. We are currently
investigating rules for setting and distributing the matrix. The time matrix may significantly simplify
conformance testing, as we will described in conformance testing chapter.
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5.4 A Simple Lock Protocol

The merge protocol operates by creating a communication group consisting of a car that wants to merge
and the two cars that it wants to merge between.The protocol is initiated by a driver signaling his intent to
change lanes. The two cars in the adjacent lanes use their intelligent cruise control to create a safe gap for
the merge, while the initiating car uses its intelligent cruise control to position itself in the gap. An
intelligent cruise control system allows a driver to select a maximum cruising speed, but reduces that speed
in order to maintain a safe distance to the car in front.Furthermore, the safe distance is adjusted based
upon the speed and road conditions. Larger distances are maintained when the road is wet or icy. We
assume that the intelligent cruise control can also be instructed to adjust the gap so that it is large enough to
accept the merging car, and that the merging car can set its gap to the vehicle in the adjacent lane, as well as
the vehicle directly in front.

If the two vehicles cannot create the gap, because of other vehicles or the road conditions, or the merging
vehicle cannot position itself, possibly because of the movement of the vehicles in its own lane, the driver is
given a red signal. The driver will also receive a red signals if any of a number of failure conditions occur.
If a driver receives a red light in response to his turn signal, he must retry his merge at a later time. He only
receive a green light when it is safe for him to change lanes.

At the beginning of the merge process, the merging vehicle obtains locks from the two vehicles in the
adjacent lanes that will participate in the merge. The lock guarantees that the vehicles are cooperating with
the merging vehicle, and are not in the process of initiating their own merge or are cooperating with any
other vehicles. For example, in the figure car 1 wants to merge between cars 2 and 3. Cars 2 and 3 may
also cooperate with cars A, B, C, D, and E, or may initiate their own merge.

1

23

A B

DC E

Figure 2. Merging Vehicles on a Highway

The objectives of the lock protocol are to;

1. guaranteethat the three cars engaged in a merge protocol are only participating in one merge
process at a time,

2. guaranteethat, once the three cars are locked, noneof the three releases the lock before any of the
others, and

3. guaranteethat the three cars eventually release the lock, even if the communication channel fails or
one of the locked cars leaves the roadway, so that all of the cars can participate in future merge
processes.

The figure below is the FSM of a simple protocol that meets the objectives. The car that initiates the merge
sets a common deadline in all of the vehicles. The lock is only considered granted, and the protocol
progresses, if the initiator receives the grant from the other participants. Whether or not the protocol
progresses, all of the participants that have granted the lock release their locks simultaneously. The protocol
meets the requirements independent of which messages are lost. Achieving a similar result, using timers,
without simultaneity, is much more complex.
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s0

s1 s2

s3 s4

s5

tD

Rcv ML(tD,V A,VX )
Xmit MG(tD,VX ,V A)

tD

Rcv Mi(tD,VB,VC )
Xmit ML(tD,VB,V A)
Xmit ML(tD,VC ,V A)

tD

Rcv MG(tD,V A,VC )

tD

Rcv MG(tD,V A,VB)

tD

Rcv MG(tD,V A,VB)
Xmit Mc

Rcv MG(tD,V A,VC )
Xmit Mc

Figure 3. A Simple Lock Protocol

States0 is the idle state. If vehicle,V A in states0 receives message,Mi(tD,VB,VC ), the higher level merge
routine is requestinga lock that lasts until timetD. V A requests the lock from vehiclesVB and VC , by
sending messagesML(tD,VB,V A) and ML(tD,VC ,V A). OnceV A requests the lock it does not return tos0

until tD.

If vehicleVB is in s0 when it receives ML(tD,VB,V A), it sendsMG(tD,V A,VB) to indicate that it grants the
lock and remains in states1 until tD. Similarly, VC grants the lock if it is ins0.

The lock protocol communicates between vehicles over an unreliable communications channel, using the
communications stack. In this example it use a point-to-point ARQ protocol that attempts to deliver a
message N times before giving up. The messagesML() andMG() may not be received. If V A receives both
grant message it sends messageMc to the merge process so that the merge can proceed.

The state machine, as drawn is not complete. A completely specified FSM must have a transition for every
input in every state. The complete machine has a self-loop, with a null output, at each state, for any of the
messages that aren’t included in the figure.

This lock protocol meets the requirements, but is inefficient, in that it may hold the locks longer than
necessary and delay other merges. Theefficiency can be improved by including messages that indicate
when the lock isn’t available, as well as when it is granted. It can also be more efficient by modifying
requirement 2 to guarantee that none of the locked cars release the lock before any others,while the merge
is in progress. Once the merge has succeeded or has been aborted, any or all of the participants can release
the lock.
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Home Work Due in class February 11th

Perform a first level read of papers [4,13, 26]. All of the papers are available in IEEE xplore, which is
available through the Columbia library on-line.

Write 1/2 to 3/4 of a page, 12 point font, for each paper. Describe what the paper is about and the most
important points.

Use your own words. Do not copy text from the paper. Do not include figures from the paper.

Please work alone. Do not collaborate.

Each paper should take 20-30 minutes
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